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SUBANALYTIC FUNCTIONS

ADAM PARUSIÑSKI

Abstract. We prove a strong version of rectilinearization theorem for subana-

lytic functions. Then we use this theorem to study the properties of arc-analytic

functions.

0. Introduction

The main purpose of this paper is to show a strong version of rectilineariza-

tion theorem for subanalytic functions (Theorem 2.7 below). Our original aim

of introducing this theorem was the proof of existence of Lipschitz stratifica-

tion for subanalytic sets [P] but it turned out that it can be also used to study

arc-analytic functions. Therefore, we have decided to state it separately.
Our approach to subanalytic geometry is based mostly on [HI], where the two

major techniques used are desingularization and the local flattening theorem.

To make our considerations elementary one may use instead of Hironaka's

desingularization various theorems of Bierstone and Milman [BM1]. Also the

local flattening theorem can be replaced by a weaker result (Corollary 1.2 below),

where instead of flatness we required only equidimensionality of the morphism.

We present a short proof of this result in §1. In §2 we state and give a proof

of our rectylinearization theorem which we use in §3 to study the properties of
arc-analytic functions.

This paper is a corrected version of MPI/90-58 preprint with the same title.

1. Local blowings-up

Let f:X —* M be a morphism of complex analytic spaces. We assume for

simplicity that M is nonsingular. Let sa:Wa -» M be a composition of local

blowings-up with smooth and nowhere dense centers (we refer the reader to

[HLT, §3] or [HI, §2] for major properties of this notion). Let FQ c Wa denote

the union of the corresponding exceptional divisors. By the strict transform of f

by sa we mean the pair (Xa, fa), where Xa is the smallest analytic subspace

of the fibre product XxmWc which contains XxM(Wa\Ea) and fa:Xa-> Wa

is induced by the projection. Let us denote the other projection Xa —> X by

sa . The following result follows easily from the local flattening theorem ([HLT,

Théorème 4] or [HI, Theorem 4.4]).
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Theorem 1.1. Let f:X —> M be a morphism of complex analytic spaces and

assume that M is nonsingular. Let L and K be compact subsets of X and M

respectively. Then, there exists a finite number of analytic morphisms sa: Wa ->

M such that:

(1) each sa is the composition of a finite sequence of local blowings-up with

smooth nowhere dense centers;

(2) for each a there is a compact subset Ka of Wa and

(J sa(Ka) = K ;

(3) the strict transforms fa:Xa —> Wa are flat at every point x £ Xa corre-

sponding to L (i.e., at every x £ s~x(L)).

Remarks, (a) To have the centers nonsingular we need some kind of desingu-

larization theorem. Since the statement already involves local blowings-up it
is enough to use Theorem 4.4 of [BM1] (see the end of the proof of Corollary

1.2).
(b) In the original statement of the local flattening theorem L c f x(y) for

some y £ M. The case of arbitrary compact F can be obtained by a simple

topological argument (similar to that of the Topological Remark below).

The local flattening theorem was used mainly to study the properties of sub-

analytic sets (see, for instance, [HI, H3 or BM2]). In fact for this purpose it is

enough to have a weaker result with equidimensionality instead of flatness. We

present a short proof of such a result. The idea of proof is similar to that in

[B] (one can also use the approach of [DD]).

Corollary 1.2. Let f:X -> M, L, K be as in Theorem 1.1. Then, there exists
a finite number of maps sa:Wa -> M, satisfying (1) and (2) of Theorem 1.1

and

(3')  the strict transforms fa:Xa —► Wa satisfy at every point x £ Xa corre-

sponding to L the following strong equidimensionality property:

dim(f-x(fa(x))DX'a,x) = dim(^, x) -dimM.

for every irreducible component X'a of Xa at x.

It is enough to check the strong equidimensionality (defined above) on every

"pure dimensional" component of Xa at x. We note also that, like flatness,

strong equidimensionality is an open property (in Xa) and implies the universal

openness (compare [H3, §4]).

Proof of Corollary 1.2.
Topological Remark. We start with a simple topological observation which

will allow us to proceed by induction. Assume that we have constructed a

family tß:Vß -» M, Kß C Vß, satisfying the conditions (1) and (2) of the
statement of Theorem 1.1. Let fß:Xß —» VB denote the corresponding strict

transforms and tß:Xß —► X the induced maps. To proceed by induction we

would like to have tJx(L) compact, which is not always the case. Nevertheless,

the projection of tZx(L) on Vß is proper. Therefore, we can fix, for each ß , a

relatively compact subset Uß of Vß which contains Kß . Then the set Lß c Xß

of points of fßl(Uß) corresponding to F is compact.
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Assume that for each (fß, Lß, Kß) we have found families sßa: Wßa —» Vßa

and Kßa c Wßa satisfying the statement of Corollary 1.2. Then, it is easy to see

that the families of all i^oj^lj-i^, and KßaC\s^(Kß) satisfy the statement.
ßa *■    P' "

In particular, in the proof we may proceed locally on M. This means that

it is enough to show the corollary for a small neighbourhood Uy of each point

y £ K, a compact subneighbourhood Ky of y in Uy and Ly — L n f~x(Ky).

Induction. Let n = dim M. If X is not of pure dimension, then it is near

F the union of finitely many pure dimensional analytic spaces X¡. The proof

will be by induction on

s = max max {dim(f~l(f(x)) n X¡, x) + n - dim(X,, x)}.
i       x€L

Since, by the Topological Remark, our problem is local on M, we may

assume that M is an open neighbourhood U of the origin in C .
Case 1. X is pure dimensional.

Fix xo G F n f~l(0) and assume that X is of pure dimension m in a
neighbourhood of xq . By localizing X about xo we may assume that / is

induced by a projection

x0 = 0 G X ——■+ t/xC'

I
Let r = dim(/-1(0),0).

If r = m - n there is nothing to prove. Since always r > m - n, we may

assume that s = r + n-m>0.

Let r < fe. Then, there exists a linear projection p:Ck —> Cr such that

(/,*,o):(^,0)-(t/xC',0)

is finite. Hence the image Z of I by (f,p) is an m-dimensional analytic
subset of a neighbourhood of the origin in U xC . Since s = r + n-m>Q,v/e

have (Z,0)/({/xC,0), and consequently there exists a nonzero function

F G ¿^(i/xco) which vanishes identically on (Z, 0). In a neighbourhood of

the origin we write

F(y, 0 = £ AßWß >   where (y,t)eux a.
ß

Let er: U' —» £/ be the blowing-up of the ideal / generated by all the Aß
(and hence by the finite number of them). Consider the following diagram

Z <- Z xvU'

i I
U ^—       L'

where Z xv U' c U' x C. Let Z' denote the strict transform of Z by cr.

At each point yo £ U' the ideal (o*I)y< is invertible (i.e., principal and hence

generated by some Aßo o o). Then, near yo

F(cr(y')) = 5>^(cr(y'))^ = Aßo(o(y'))-F'(y', t) ,

ß
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where

F'(y',t) = Y,*ß(y')tß   and   A'ß = ^- .

It is easy to see that Z' c F'~'(0) and F' does not vanish identically on any

fiber of the projection U' x C —► U'.
Let /': X' -> U' be the strict transform of / by cr. From the above it

follows that

(1.1) s'(x') = dim(f'~\f'(x')) ,x') + n-m<s

at every point x' £ X' corresponding to a neighbourhood of xo.

Note that if r = fe, then in order to obtain (1.1) we simply apply the above

construction without choosing the projection p (so Z = X). By the construc-

tion, (1.1) holds also for all x' £ X' corresponding to a neighbourhood of xq

in F.
Case 2. X is not of pure dimension.

Then we apply Case 1 to each X¡ —► M separately, let us say by blowing

up the ideal /,. If we blow up the product n^; > tnen eacb (o*h) becomes
invertible. Let f':X' —> U' denote the strict transform of / by this blowing
up and let X¡ c X' correspond to X¡. Then by Case 1

(1.2) s'(x') = ma\dim(f'~l(f'(x')) n X¡ ,x') + n- aim(X\, x') < s
i

for all the points corresponding to a neighbourhood of xq in L.

Since F n /_1(0) is compact we may cover it by a finite number of open
subsets V¿, such that (1.2) holds for the points of corresponding of V¡ by
blowing-up an ideal 7,. Then, by the same argument as above, the blowing-up

of the ideal n h gives (1-2) for the points corresponding to a neighbourhood

of Ln/-'(0) in F.
Smoothness of centers. The above construction yields everything we need

except for the smoothness of centers. In fact in the construction above we

can replace the blowing-up of a given ideal / by the compositions of local

blowings-up with smooth centers o such that o*I is locally invertible. For

instance this can be achieved by using Main Theorem II " of Hironaka [H2].

A more elementary argument can be derived from [BM1]. Namely, let / =

(gi)k=x ■ Take a family {oa} of compositions of local blowings-up with smooth

centers satisfying the statement of Theorem 4.4 of [BM1] for all the g, and

their differences g¡ - gj . Then all g¡ o aa and all g, o oa - g¡ o oa which are not

identically equal to zero are locally normal crossings (see Definition 2.2 below).

By the following lemma this assures that all a*I are locally invertible.

Lemma 1.3 (Bierstone and Milman [BM1, Lemma 4.7], Sussmann [S, (6.VI)]).

Let a, ß, y G N" and let a(x), b(x), c(x) be invertible elements of R{x} . If

a(x)x" - b(x)x& — c(x)xy,

then either a < ß or ß <a (in the lexicographic order).

This ends the proof of Corollary 1.2.   D

Real case.   Here is a real analytic version of Corollary 1.2 (a stronger result can

be obtained from [HI, 4.17] or [HLT, Théorème 4]).
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Corollary 1.4. Let f:X —► M be a morphism of real analytic spaces and assume

that M is nonsingular. Let L and K be compact subsets of X and M respec-

tively. Then, there exists a finite number of analytic morphisms sa:Wa —► M

such that:

(1) each sa is the composition of a finite sequence of real local blowings-up
with smooth nowhere dense centers;

(2) for each a there is a compact subset Ka of Wa and

[J sa(Ka) = K ;
a

(3') the strict transforms fa: Xa —> Wa of a complexification of f by com-

plexifications of sa satisfy at every point x £ Xa corresponding to L

the equidimensionality property:

dimcCC1 (fa(x)) DX',x) = dimc(la, x) - dimRM ,

for every irreducible component X'a of Xa at x.

Proof. We use ajlight modification of the proof of Corollary 1.2.

Let /: X -> M be a complexification of f. If we proceed as in the proof of
Corollary 1.2, then the ideal of cfy, where y £ f(L), which we blow up may

be choosen real (i.e., generated by complexifications of real analytic functions).

Therefore, we may assume that each such blowing-up d:U' —► U is a complex-

ification of a real analytic blowing-up o:U' —> U. Let /': X' —> U' be the strict

transform of / by ¿r. Then X' is a complexification of real analytic space.

Proceeding by induction (on the dimension of fibres of complexification of f)

we consider the set L' c X' of real points of X' corresponding to F. By this
construction we get a family of maps sa:Wa —> M and their complexifications

sa'. Wa —> M satisfying (1) and (2), and (3') at the real points La of Xa corre-

sponding to F. But then equidimensionality is satisfied at some neighbourhood

of La , so to get the result it suffices to replace Wa by a small neighbourhood

of Wa (in Wa).   D

2. Rectilinearization of subanalytic functions

In this section we shall prove a version of the Rectilinearization Theorem for

subanalytic functions (Theorem 2.7 below).

Definition 2.1. Let U be an open subanalytic subset of R" . We call a function

/: U -> R subanalytic if the closure in R" x P1 of the graph Yf of / is a

subanalytic subset of R" x P1 (where P1 = Ru {oo} denotes the real projective

line).

Observe that we do not require / to be continuous. One may also define

subanalytic functions as those whose graphs are subanalytic only in R" x R1

(see for example [DLS]). In this way one gets a broader class of functions for

which our rectilinearization (Theorem 2.7 below) does not hold. Note that

a function / is subanalytic in our sense if and only if / and its reciprocal

f~x are subanalytic in the weaker one (see also [Kl] the classes SUB(M) and

SUBB(M)). Both classes coincide for / locally bounded on R" .
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The sum and the product of subanalytic functions is again a subanalytic

function [Kl, Théorème 2.4] on the intersection of the domains and the same

is true for the quotient on the set where the denominator is not zero. Each

subanalytic function /: U —* R is analytic on an open dense subanalytic subset

of 77.
Let us, throughout this section, denote the standard projections R" x P1 —►

R" , R" x P1 —► P1 by nx and 7r2 respectively.

Definition 2.2. Let M be an analytic manifold (over K = R or C) and let

/ be an analytic function on M. We say that / is locally normal crossings

if each point of M admits a coordinate neighbourhood U, with coordinates

x = (xi, x2, ... , xn), such that

(2.1) f(x) = x?x?---x?g(x),

where x £ U, a, G N, and g is analytic and nowhere vanishes in U.

We say that / is normal crossings if (2.1) can be achieved in one coordinate

system (M = U c K").

Note that the function which is identically equal to zero is not normal cross-

ings. By this convention, if the product Y[ f of analytic functions is (locally)

normal crossings, then each of f is (locally) normal crossings.

By [BM1] or [HI] the continuous subanalytic functions satisfy the following

property.

Proposition 2.3. Let U be an open subset of R" and let f: U —> R be a continu-
ous subanalytic function. Then there exist a real analytic n-dimensional manifold

N and a proper surjective real analytic mapping 4>:N —> U such that f o cf> is
locally normal crossings (on these components of N where it does not vanish

identically).

We sketch briefly the proof of Proposition 2.3. By the resolution of singu-
larities there exist a real analytic n-dimensional manifold M and a proper real

analytic map y/:M ^R" xPx whose image is just Yf ([BM1, Theorem 0.1] or

[HI, Proposition 8.1]). The function fomoy/ is analytic on y/~x(U) and now

we may apply to it the rectilinearization theorem for analytic functions ([H2,

Main Theorem II"] or [BM1, Theorem 4.4]). This gives the result.

Definition 2.4. A subset X of R" is a (closed) quadrant if there is a partition

of {1,2,... , n} into disjoint subsets Iq, /_ , and /+ , such that

X = {x £Rn; x,: = 0 if i £ lo, Xi < 0 if i £ /_ and x¡ > 0 if i £ /+}.

Definition 2.5. We call a family of real analytic morphisms sa: Va -> R" , a £ I,

locally finite if for each compact K c R" , s~x(K) = 0 for all but finite number

of a.

The rectilinearization of subanalytic sets may be obtain by maps of special
form, namely the compositions of local blowings-up (see [HI, Theorem 7.1]).

For closed subanalytic subsets of R" it can be expressed as follows.

Theorem 2.6. Let X be a closed subanalytic subset of R" . Then there exist a

locally finite collection of real analytic morphisms sa: Va —> R" such that each
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of them is the composition of a finite sequence of local blowings-up with smooth

centers and

(1) each Va is isomorphic to R" and there are compact subsets Ka of Va

such that (JQ sa(Ka) is a neighbourhood of X in Rn ;

(2) for each a, s~l(X) is a union of quadrants in R" .

We will show Theorem 2.6 in the course of the proof of Theorem 2.7 (see

Remark 2.10 below). It is interesting to ask whether the rectilinearization of

subanalytic functions may be also obtained by local blowings-up. The following

simple example shows that generally this is not possible. The function f(x) -

\x\llr, r £ N, is a well defined subanalytic (even semialgebraic) function on

R but any blowing-up can not change its domain. Note that the substitution
x = ±y2r makes / analytic and normal crossings.

In [BM2] Bierstone and Milman have developed a method which shows that

the compositions of local blowings-up and substitution of powers give rectilin-

earization of any continuous subanalytic function. We shall prove below that

in fact in this compositions it is enough to substitute powers only at the last

step after all local blowings-up. This result we shall use in the next section to

give a new proof of Theorem 1.4 of [BM2] and in [P] to construct a Lipschitz

stratification of subanalytic sets.

Theorem 2.7 (Rectilinearization of subanalytic functions). Let U be an open

subset of R" and let f: U —» R be a continuous subanalytic function. Then there

exist a locally finite collection *F of real analytic morphisms <j>a: Wa —> R" such

that:

(1) each Wa is isomorphic to Rn and there are compact subsets Ka of Wa

such that \Ja (f>a(Ka) is a neighbourhood of U ;

(2) for each a there exist r, G N, i = 1, ... , n, such that 4>a = aa o y/a,

where oa is the composition of finite sequence of local blowings-up with

smooth centers and

(2.2) Wa(x) = (exx[[ , Eix'-l, ... , EnX'n") »   f°r some e, = -1 or 1 ;

(3) for each a: 4>a(Wa)cU and f o <j>a extends from (f>äl(U) on Wa to

one of the following functions: (a) the function identically equal to zero;
(b) a normal crossings; (c) the inverse of a normal crossings (this can

happen only if (f>a(0) £ U\U);
(4) Let <j)a = oa o \pa g *P and </>a(Q) £ U. Then (f>a(Wa) c U and for every

choice of e, there is 4>ß = oß o y/ß g T such that oß = aa and ipß is

given by (2.2).

Proof. Let /: U —► R be as above and let us assume for simplicity that U is

relatively compact. By the resolution of singularities ([H2] or [BM1, Theorem

0.1]) there exist a real analytic manifold N and a proper real analytic map

\p: N —> R" x P1 whose image is Yf.
Apply Corollary 1.4 to 7ti o</>: N -> R" , F = N and K a compact neighbour-

hood of U, and let sa: Wa -> R" , Ka c Wa be the maps and compact sets satis-

fying the statement of this corollary. Take one of them s = sa: W = Wa —» R" .

Let (fli o (/>)': N' —» W be the strict transform of a complexification of nx o 0.

By Corollary 1.4 we may assume (nx o 0)' to be a finite map.
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Consider N' = N xR« (W\E) c A/', where F denotes the union of the

exceptional divisors. Let (nx o </>)': N' -* W, s':N' —> N be the maps induced

by the standard projections. Then, the image Y' of N' in W x P1 by the map

((7Ti o (j))', 7i2 o (p o s') is contained in a proper analytic subset of W x P1 (since

the complexification of (nx o 0)' is finite) whose projection on W is finite (in

the algebraic sense). Moreover, in our case, Y' is just the closure of the graph

of
g = foS: *-'(£/)->R,

so the projection r' —» W over s~l(U) is one-to-one.

Take any xo £ Ka . Choosing coordinates near xq we may assume that xq

is the origin in R" . By the above g satisfies near the origin an equation of the

type

(2.3) (gk + ¿2argk-')-(g-' + z2àJ'8J~l) =°>

where all a,, a, are analytic in a neighbourhood of the origin and 0,(0) = 0

for all i. By the Topological Remark (§1), it is enough to show the statement

for g restricted to a small neighbourhood of xo .
We consider two cases: the first when xo G s~x (U), so g is well defined and

continuous in a neighbourhood of xo , and the second xq £ s~x(U\U).

Case 1. x0£ Kan s~x(U). Then (2.3) has a form

k
gk + Y^ai-gk~i = 0 ,

(=i

and we may assume that the discriminant A(x) of

(2.4) F(t,x) = tk + Y,^(x)-tk-', t£R,

i=i

is not identically equal to zero.
Using Theorem 4.4 of [BM1] we may assume that both A and the first a,

which is not identically equal to zero (i.e. either ao or ai) are normal crossings.

Note that the discriminant of a complexification of F is a complexification of

A and consequently is also normal crossings (in a neighbourhood of the origin).
For Ô = (Si, ... , Sn) £ Rn+ we denote Us = {x £ C" : |x,| < <5,}. The

following observation is due to Sussmann (§5 of [S]).

Lemma 2.8. Let G(t, x) = tk + ^2l=x aj-tk~' be a complex analytic function

defined in C x U¿ and assume that the discriminant A(x) of G is normal

crossings. Then, there exist positive integers r¡ such that for any e, = 1 or -I

k

(2.5) G(í,e1víl,e2y?,... , e„yr„*) = Y[(t-bj(y))
;=1

in C x U¿i, where S' = (a, , ... , ¿V ") and b¡ are complex analytic functions

(depending maybe on e,). Moreover, all the differences of ¿>, are normal cross-

ings and if the first a, which is not identically equal to zero is normal crossings,

then the same is true for all the b¡ that are all not identically equal to zero.
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Remark. We need to consider various e, since we are interested in the real
domain and the images of all real maps y -* (exyr¡ , e2yr22 , ... , snyrn") (with

fixed r, but all possible e, = 1 or -1 ) cover a neighbourhood of the origin in
R".

Proof. By assumption, the projection of the zero set Z of G on Us is finite.

Fix i = 1,..., n and take a point x° G //, = {x, = 0, x} ^ 0 for j ^ i} . Then,

by the Puiseux Lemma (with parameter) and the assumption on the discriminant
we may find r¡ such that the substitution

x, = e¡y •',    Xj = yj      if ;' # i,

for all possible e,, gives (2.5) near x°. Such r, does not depend on the choice

of xo G Hi (in the sense that if it is good at one point it is so at the others).
Take such r, and fix also all e,. Then, b¡ satisfying (2.5) are well defined

as a (not ordered) set of analytic functions in the complement of a subset of

(complex) codimension 2. Since this complement has to be simply connected,

the b¡ are in fact well defined bounded complex analytic functions outside this

set. By the Hartogs Theorem we may extend the ¿>, to the whole neighbourhood

Us> of the origin which proves the first part of the lemma.
Since the discriminant of G(t, exy[x, e2yr22 , ■■■, enyrn) is normal crossings so

are the differences of b¡. The product of all b¡ equals

(-I)*a0(ei>>;',e2y22, ■•• ,e„yr„n),

and consequently, if ao is normal crossings so are all of ¿>,. If oo = 0, then so
is exactly one of b¡, and the product of the rest of ¿>, equals

(-l)k-xax(exy[,e2yr2\... ,enyrn*),

which is by assumption normal crossings. This ends the proof of the lemma.   D

Apply the lemma to a complexification of F.   Then there exist positive

integers r, such that in a neighbourhood of the origin

h (k-kx)/2

F(t, exy[>, e2y? , ... , e„yrn") = ]}(/ - Hv))   ]\   (t - Cj(y))(t - cj(y)) ,
(=1 7=1

where the b¡ are real analytic functions and the Cj are complex-valued real

analytic functions. Fix c = Cj = d + i-e , where d = Re(c), e = lm(c). Then

(t-c)(t-c) = (t-d)2 + e2 ,

and since A is normal crossings so is e = (c - c)/2i. Thus we have established
the real analytic version of Lemma 2.8.

Lemma 2.9. Let F(t, x) = tk + Y!¡=x a¡'tk~l be a real analytic function (t £ R,

x from a neighbourhood of the origin in R") and assume that the discriminant

A(x) of F is normal crossings. Then, there exist positive integers r¡ such that

for any e, = 1 or -1 and in some neighbourhood of the origin

k, (k-ki)/2

F(t,exy[>,e2yr2\... ,enyrn") = l[(t-bi(y))-   J\   ((t - dj(y))2 +ej(y)) ,
i=i j=\

where b,-, d¡, and e¡ are real analytic functions (depending on e,).
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Moreover, all the differences of b¿ and all e¡ are normal crossings and if the

first a¡ which is not identically equal to zero is normal crossings, the same is true

for all bi which are all not identically equal to zero.

We continue the proof of Theorem 2.7. Take r, satisfying the statement of

Lemma 2.9 for F given by (2.4) and fix all e,. The function

h(y) = g(exy[', e2y22,... ,e„yr„»)

is continuous, real-valued, subanalytic, and satisfies the equation

fe, (fe-fei)/2

Y[(h-b,)-   I]   ((h-dj)2 + ej) = 0.
!=i j=\

Since all e¡ are normal crossings ((h-dj)2 + e2) can vanish only on the union

of coordinate hyperplanes %? = {yx-y2---yn = 0}. Therefore, since h is

continuous,
fe.

H(h-bi) = 0.
i=i

This does not necessarily mean that h equals one of ¿>,, but this is certainly

true on ^ = {y¡ > 0 i = 1,2,... , n} since on ^ \ %? all b¡ are distinct.

Therefore, if we substitute y¡ — z2 , i = 1,2, ... , n (the family of maps

z —> (exz2ri, t2z222, ... , enzlr") with various e, cover the neighbourhood of

the origin in R") we get

h(z\, z\, ... , z2n) = bi(z\, z\,... ,z2n)

for each z from a neighbourhood of the origin in R" and some b¡. This ends

the proof in Case 1.

Remark 2.10. Theorem 2.6 follows from Case 1 applied to f(x) = dist(x, X).

Case 2. x0 G Ka n s~x(V \ U).

By Theorem 2.6 we may assume that s~x(U) is a union of quadrants. As

in Case 1 we make the first not identically equal to zero a, and a¡ and the

discriminants of F(t, x) = tk + Y!¡=x a,(x>?fc-' and F(t, x) = r'+¿'=1 äj(x)-

V~l normal crossings. We may also do it simultaneously for xi-X2---x„ so

s~x(U) is still be a union of quadrants. By Lemma 2.9 applied to F and F,

the function h we get satisfies an equation of the type

fe, /,

l[{h-bi).Tl(h-i-bj) = 0.
i=i j=\

The rest of the proof is the same as in Case 1. This ends the proof of Theorem

2.7.    D

3. Arc-analytic functions

Let M be a real analytic manifold and let dim M — n . We call a function

/:M-»R arc-analytic if f o y is analytic for every analytic arc y:I —» M

(where / = (-1, 1) c R). This notion was introduced by Kurdyka in [K2] in
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relation with arc-symetric semialgebraic sets, where he considered only func-
tions with semialgebraic graphs, but it in fact appeared before in the works of

Kuo on blow-analytic equivalence [Ku]. Kuo considered the maps f:X —► Y
of real analytic spaces, which he called blow-analytic, and which become ana-

lytic after composition with modifications X' -» X. He also gave a nontrivial

example /:R2 -> R, defined by f(x,y) = x2y/(x2+y2), f(0, 0) = 0. It is
obvious that blow-analytic functions are arc-analytic and it is interesting to ask
whether the coverse is true (maybe with additional assumptions). This question

was first posed by Kurdyka. Namely he asked whether an arc-analytic function

with semialgebraic graph is blow-analytic. The affirmative answer was given in

[BM2, Theorem 1.1] by Bierstone and Milman, where they also gave a char-

acterization (Theorem 4.4 loc. cit.) of arc-analytic functions with subanalytic
graph as blow-analytic in a weaker sense that is such functions which become

analytic after compositions with local blowings-up. Here we present a proof

of this result based on our rectilinearization of subanalytic functions (Theorem

2.7).

Theorem 3.1. A function f: M —► R is arc-analytic and has a subanalytic graph

if and only if there is a locally finite family of analytic morphisms {oa: Ma —> M}

and compacts Ka c Ma such that:

(1) \Joa(Ka) = M;
(2) each oa is a composition of finitely many local blowings-up with smooth

centers;

(3) each f o oa is analytic .

Proof. The "if is obvious. Since the problem is local we may assume that M —

U cR" is a small neighbourhood of the origin. By simple argument of [BM2,
Lemma 6.8] each arc-analytic function with subanalytic graph is continuous. Let

¥ — {<Pa = o~a° <Pa} be a family of functions satisfying the statement of Theorem

2.7 for (/, U). Fix a = oa and the corresponding r, g N. Then h = f o o

is arc-analytic and for each \p as given by (2.2) h o y/ is normal crossings (in

particular analytic). We shall show that it follows that h is analytic.
Fix y/ (and so the e;) for a moment. Let

h°¥(y) = zZaßyß ■

Then on the quadrant ß?[e.y = {x G R" ; e,-x, > 0 for z = 1, 2, ... , n}

h(x) = Y,<tßfl(ei'Xi)ß',n-
¡=1

Suppose that for some ß° one of coordinates ßf is not divisible by r, and

that aßa 9¿ 0. Then, for generic c = (cx, ... , c¡, ... , c„), such that s}-c¡ > 0
holds for each j 5¿ z, the function

y(t) = h(cx, ... , c,_i, t, ci+i, ... ,c„)

has the Puiseux expansion with nonzero coefficient at tß lr>. This contradicts

the assumption that h is arc-analytic. Therefore, h is analytic on the quadrant

J^£j = {Jx £ R" ; Si-Xi > 0} (more precisely, it extends to an analytic function

on a neighbourhood of %\ei\).
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Denote by {hk} the family of analytic functions constructed above for all

quadrants ^£.j. We claim that they define one analytic function. If not, then

there would exist two points qx,q2£ R" such that in a neighbourhood of a,

we have h = hkí, h(qx) # hkl(qx) and in a neighbourhood of q2 we have

h = hkl and h(q2) ^ hk¡(q2). But we may connect qx and q2 by an analytic

arc (simply a segment) and since h is arc-analytic we get a contradiction. This

ends the proof of the theorem.   G

Remark. The assumption on subanalycity of the graph is essential. An example

of an arc-analytic function whose graph is not subanalytic and which is not

continuous was constructed in [BMP]. A different proof of existence of arc-

analytic function whose graph is not subanalytic was given by Kurdyka (private

communication).

We call a function /: M -> R weakly arc-analytic if for each analytic arc
y:[0, 1]-»M the composition f o y is analytic in a neighbourhood of 0. By

the same argument as in [BM2, Lemma 6.8], a weakly arc-analytic function with

subanalytic graph has to be continuous. Therefore by the proof of Theorem 3.1

we get

Proposition 3.2. A function f: M —» R is weakly arc-analytic and has a suban-

alytic graph if and only if there is a locally finite family of analytic morphisms

{aa: Ma —► M} and compacts Ka c Ma such that

(1) \Jcra(Ka) = M;
(2) each oa is a composition of finitely many local blowings-up with smooth

centers;

(3) each Ma is isomorphic to R" and f ° oa is continuous on Rn and

analytic on each quadrant.
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